One super multi-purpose cleaner does the work of five different products.

Cleans virtually all surfaces including glass, concrete, metal & plastic.

Highly concentrated – a little goes a long way in either hot or cold water.
SPECIAL FEATURES

Corium Z97 "Big Blue" Concentrated Multi-Purpose Cleaner is a superior chemical compound that transforms ordinary water into a super-efficient, super-effective universal cleaning solution.

- **Corium Z97** is a super multi-purpose cleaner that does the work of five different products – saves you time and money.
- **Corium Z97** cleans virtually all surfaces including greasy glass windows, concrete floors, painted walls, and heavy industrial equipment and machinery.
- **Corium Z97** highly concentrated – a little goes a long way in either hot or cold water.

OUTSTANDING PROPERTIES

Corium Z97 is the super concentrated multi-purpose cleaner that:

- Contains twice the active ingredients as many ordinary cleaners.
- Leaves no sticky residue or gummy film after rinsing with water.
- Is absolutely safe – contains no harsh alkalis or acids.
- Will completely degrease motor blocks without heating when mixed with kerosene.

USE FOR

Corium Z97 loosens grime and completely emulsifies grease and converts it to a soap through a unique chemical process.

Use **Corium Z97** for cleaning:

- Greasy Machinery, Equipment and Engines
- Baked Bitumen from Cars
- Tools After Work
- Garage Floors
- Driveways
- Fuel and Oil Tanks.